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ABSTRACT
There are an infinite number of things I do not understand; the universe and my
art are only two. There will always be a certain degree of the unknown in everything. It is
an ineffable inevitability. While the search for knowledge is a noble pursuit, I do not
believe we should view the unknown as something to be avoided. It is understandable
that we humans view it with negative connotations. The unknown is often associated with
doubt, confusion, and ignorance. In Star Trek, Captain James T. Kirk states, “the greatest
danger facing us is ourselves, and irrational fear of the unknown.”1 We are never content
if our questions go unanswered. While I do not believe we should attempt to continue our
existence in darkness, I think it is important to not always view the unknown through a
negative lens. There are times when the unknown should be avoided. But there are times
when it can be accepted and times when it can even be embraced. My art is the result of
my ongoing journey to learn about both the universe and myself. It is an adventure I plan
to continue indefinitely.
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INTRODUCTION
As an artist, I am continually being asked to discuss my work. Questions that I get
asked a lot are: “Why did you choose this,” “What does it mean,” “Why did you shape it
like that,” “What are you trying to say,” “Why metal,” etc. Whenever I am asked these
questions I usually give the same unsubstantial, unfulfilling, but honest answer, “I do not
know.” Which is then normally followed by a neutral or disappointed response from the
questioner. I have always struggled to find the deeper meaning behind my art, usually
because there is not one, at least none that I am aware of. I wanted to take this
opportunity to analyze my artistic thought process, gain a better understanding, and give
a better explanation of why I make the choices that I make.
Unfortunately, this specific task proved to be too challenging. Trying to analyze
and comprehend my every thought while simultaneously trying to complete my
sculptures was draining and I was unable to make any progress with my art. Eventually I
stopped looking for a deeper meaning and focused solely on the visual aspect of my
work. It was later pointed out to me that there was a similarity between the creation of my
thesis and the creation of the universe, which was they both just happened and they both
just exist. My thesis began as a straightforward search to arrive at a particular destination
and evolved into an experience of exploring the journey itself.
CHOICES
Why do I do what I do? The simple answer is my body made me do it. It is a
difficult undertaking to learn about the brain and how it works when all the research says
we have only scratched the surface. The brain is a complex mechanism that has evolved
over a period of thousands of years. Astrophysicist Karel Schrijver and Dr. Iris Schrijver
wrote “neuronal pathways and their communications shape our image of the world in
which we live, our habits, and our persona.”2 While we can associate the prefrontal
cortex “with high-level cognitive functions, such as metacognition, complex planning and
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decision making, memory, and social interactions” it is not that simple.3 Multiple parts of
the brain work in tandem for someone to function. According to neuroscientist, author,
and science communicator David Eagleman, “as far as we can tell, all activity in the brain
is driven by other activity in the brain, in a vastly complex interconnected network.”4 In
addition, Dr. Thomas B. Czerner wrote that “understanding the objective events in the
brain that cause you to hear or to see, for example, does not bridge the enormous gap
between those neural activities and the grand illusions they produce. Learning the
molecular, anatomical, and electrochemical secrets of the brain has not explained the
phenomena of subjective experience, but it has put us in a much better position to
approach that greater mystery.”5 That being said, the corporeal aspect of the brain should
not be ignored. “The state of the physical material determines the state of the thoughts.”6
There are a countless number of factors that can be behind a decision: hormone
levels, memories, environment, perception, emotions, genetics, neural activity, etc. As for
understanding how we make decisions, Eagleman, says that our brains are in a constant
state of conflict. When posed with a choice, the neurons in our brains begin forming
“competing networks.”7 They both fight for a different option and the network that fights
harder will be chosen. Furthermore, Eagleman claimed, “these rivalries are in every
decision we make.”8 However, not all our decisions are made consciously. The majority
of our brain activity lies in our subconscious.
3
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UNAWARE
According to Eagleman, we must be aware that “most of what we do and think
and feel is not under our conscious control.” 9 Your consciousness has limited access to
your subconscious. While it sounds like a disadvantage to be unable to access certain
parts of your own brain, it is not. There are many instances when being conscious of
certain occurrences can cause erroneous or uncertain thoughts and behavior. Being able
to complete these “motor acts” without much thought is due to your “implicit memory –
meaning that your brain holds knowledge of something that your mind cannot explicitly
access.”10 An example of this would be driving my car to school. If I had to describe my
routine with details such as: the route I take, how my muscles allow me to control the
steering wheel, knowing when to break or accelerate, etc. I would never make it to class.
However, being unaware of these crucial factors does not impede my ability to arrive at
the desired destination. “You are not consciously aware of the vast majority of your
brain’s ongoing activities, and nor would you want to be – it would interfere with the
brain’s well-oiled processes.”11
There are several terms associated with your brain’s autopilot mode. Eagleman
used the term “zombie systems” to help explain this unconscious mindset.12 He described
zombie systems as “blueprints of circuitry that respond to particular inputs with
appropriate outputs.”13 These zombie systems come into play when doing natural and
even mundane tasks that you do not need to think about before you act. For example, a
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zombie system could be as simple as picking up a pair of scissors. Some of these
unconscious actions are instinctual while others can be learned and then repeated until
they “burned down into [our] circuitry” and no longer require conscious thought.14
In his television documentary series, Eagleman introduced another term called a
person’s “flow state,” total emersion in a task. “In flow states, the neural circuits are able
to run without the conscious mind interfering.”15 In one particular episode, Eagleman
talked to different individuals about their own flow states and how they are able to
accomplish major feats without conscious thought. For example, free climber Dean Potter
discussed how he was able to traverse dangerous terrain without much conscious
awareness, claiming that “I stop thinking about what I’m doing, you know, and I just
do.”16
When I started my cube sculptures I did not have any idea what the concept
behind my work was. While working on models I tried questioning my actions, moments
after I made them. At first, this seemed unsuccessful because I could not even explain to
myself why I was making those decisions. However, it eventually became apparent that
my artistic choices were, unconscious and/or objective. It was not until I began to
concentrate more on the process rather than the product, when I started to move forward.
While I may be unable to identify insightful and compelling reasons behind my choices, I
am aware that there are many factors that come together that lead to whatever that choice
is, such as: experience, logic, emotions, culture, motivation, location, self-awareness, etc.
However, I could not get my thesis to go in any particular direction until I stopped
thinking about where that direction was.
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While I may not be able to explain my reasoning, it does not diminish my ability
to make the art. If anything, it increases my level of creativity because I do not have to
control my thoughts so that they are limited to a specific subject or concept. This mindset
allows me to experiment and explore without boundaries. Sometimes I actively search for
inspiration; other times I unintentionally find it, or both. In this case, not knowing is just
as important as knowing. It is just another way to reach the destination. My artistic
decisions are a culmination of so many things, but it is okay not to know what those
things are.
Trying to understand how my brain works has been a similar process to trying to
understand how the universe works. Many speculate that the mystery of our brains is only
matched by ambiguity of the universe. Multiple sources including, Dr. Thomas B.
Czerner, state, “for most of recorded history, the mind and the far side of space were
equally mystical concepts.”17
STARDUST
There are many parallels that can be drawn from the creation of the universe to
the making of my thesis. How did the universe come into existence? How did my thesis
come into existence? According to physicists Stephen Hawking and Leonard Mlodinow,
“It would make no sense to create a model that encompasses time before the big bang,
because what existed then would have no observable consequences for the present, and so
we might as well stick with the idea that the big bang was the creation of the world.”18
Therefore, we will assume that before the universe we know existed, there was nothing.
However, there was enough of nothing to create something, resulting in the Big Bang.
Theoretical cosmologist, Janna Levin, describes the Big Bang as “the ultimate and more
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energetic merger of all matter, energy, space, and time.”19 Instead of a massive explosion,
my thesis also started as nothing until it became something: an idea. After the Big
Bang’s inception, all that existed in the universe was hydrogen. After my idea was
formed I obtained steel bars. Both events began with basic elements that became the
building blocks that evolved into what exists today.
Helium was first created when hydrogen particles inevitably collided and merged
with each other in a process we now call nuclear fusion. Another development that
occurred from this process was heat. While my process of welding pieces of steel
together did generate heat, it did not create new elements. Therefore, for the metaphor’s
sake I must replace “nuclear fusion” with “shopping at Joann’s.” Theoretical physicist
Norman K. Glendenning describes the current state of the universe as “matter in the very
early universe – before there were stars – was in the form of a diffuse gas of very light
elements,” hydrogen and helium.20 And stars were formed in these vast gas clouds.
Making fabric also requires two basic components: the warp and the weft. As a result of
further nuclear fusion more elements were brought into the universe: oxygen, carbon, and
nitrogen. As a result of further shopping at Joann’s I found other materials to incorporate
in my work: different types of fabric, thread, dyes, and drills (although the drills were the
result of shopping on Amazon). “When the star, at the end of its life cycle, explodes as a
supernova, expelling carbon and other heavy elements, [it will] later condense into a
planet.”21 Stars continue to be born and die and the elements that have been present since
the first star was born are reused and recycled to make new creations from old matter.
Before my finalized thesis I made multiple models. All of my models had to undergo the
same process of birth, deconstruction, and reconstruction, before the final composition
was set. There were several occasions when I drafted a composition, constructed it,
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finalized it, only to impulsively erase my progress later on. According to theoretical
physicist Brian Greene, science was only able to make any progress because “we’ve been
able to unravel mysteries step by step, with each new discovery going a bit deeper than
the previous.”22
As time passed, these two entities, the universe and my thesis, were both subject
to numerous changes and evolutions. What continues to remain constant are the elements
that make up our universe. “Every object in the wider universe, everything around us, and
everything we are, originated from stardust. Thus we are not merely connected to the
universe in some distant sense: stardust from the universe is actually flowing through us
on a daily basis, and it rebuilds the stars and planets throughout the universe as much as it
does our bodies, over and over again.”23 Although it is technically referring to spacetime,
the wording of the fabric of the cosmos is an appropriate one.

Elements that are

practically as old as time itself, now reside in the literal fabric of my artwork. And even
though we still do not have a concrete answer for why these events occurred in this
particular order, it does not change the fact that they happened.
TECHNICAL PROCESS
The sculptural aspect of my thesis consists of two fundamental parts: the cubes
and the fabric forms within them. The process is fairly easy to comprehend and could be
easily repeated if I planned to recreate the pieces. Each work began with the construction
of the cube. I used square steel bars that were three eighths or a quarter inch thick to build
the framework. I measured the dimensions of the cubes so that the largest cube would be
a five-foot cube, then the cubes decreased in size by a foot in their dimensions, with the
smallest being a one-foot cube. They were cut, then assembled and welded using either a
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MIG or TIG welder. After grinding and sanding them smooth, I sprayed on a primer and
afterwards I used spray paint to color the entire surface matte black.
When the cubes were completed, I moved to the fibers that were to be suspended
on the inside of the cubes. Before attaching them to the cubes, I took different types of
fabric; mainly different colored tulle and nylon mesh, and cut them into different shapes
and sizes. Most of the shapes that I cut were organic, unmeasured, and done without
much thought. Other shapes I cut were more deliberate and calculated. Also, I had
different colored types of fabrics picked out for each cube. When I was satisfied with the
shapes I hung them inside the cubes using nylon string. This process was mainly trial
and error. Although I did have a basic composition for how I wanted the piece to look I
did not know in great detail how to make it happen. When I established where I wanted
the fabrics to be, I began drilling holes. I choose to drill tiny holes (0.5mm – 1.0mm in
diameter) through the inside edges of the cube where the nylon string would be in contact
with the steel. When the fabric was secured in place I would tie the string through the
holes. Then I would go back and touch up any fabric and metal surfaces.
ANALYSIS
Many people saw my cubes as merely a structural framework, with the single
purpose of keeping the interior pieces in place. While they are not wrong, it is more than
that. In this case the cubes symbolize spacetime (which is normally depicted as a grid).
Spacetime is a model we use to visualize the behavior of space and how it interacts with
celestial bodies. In addition to the cubes being the foundation that keeps the fabric
suspended, it allowed me to visualize and manipulate how the Calabi-Yau shapes
interacted within this space. Also, the cubes represent human achievement. As time
passes the number of our accomplishments grow, as shown with the cubes increasing in
size. While there are certain limitations that we must abide by, it has not stopped us from
attempting to push through them. I choose to demonstrate this by drilling holes into the
steel structures and weaving thread through them. Furthermore, it delves into why I
wanted the cubes suspended as opposed to installing them on solid ground.

8

While we as a species have made major advancements, there have been times
when our reality was shattered. For example, we originally believed in a geocentric
model of the universe. However, as time passed, more knowledge was gained, and more
calculations were made, we were forced to conclude that we were wrong. Brian Greene
believes “by deepening our understanding of the true nature of physical reality, we
profoundly reconfigure our sense of ourselves and our experience of the universe.”24
While we still hold onto what we believe to be our reality, it is subject to change. As
Captain Jean Luc Picard stated “things are only impossible until they are not.” 25
Therefore, I chose to suspend my cubes to emphasize that although we have made great
strides, there is still much more to learn before we are able to completely stabilize
ourselves on a platform. Until then, we will continue to hang in the unknown.
Each work of art was inspired by a nebula (with the exception of 5838 that was
based off a star). I chose those space phenomena because of their ability to make me
create art. The specific things I chose to base my work off of are of little importance.
What matters is how my subconscious responded to the visual stimulus and what was
created because of them. A part of my brain was able to go beyond and make my own
interpretation.
CONCLUSION
So why are we here? Because the universe made it possible. “If it had been
different, we would not be here!”26 We may not know why we were given the privilege
of existence, but that does not stop us from existing. The unknown gives us purpose. It
would be exhausting if I had to fully understand and analyze my conscious and
subconscious actions. Furthermore, it would be boring if I knew exactly why I did what I
24
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did. When asked about what life is, Dr. Beverly Crusher responds, “We struggle all our
lives to answer it, that it’s the struggle that is important. That’s what helps us define our
place in the universe.”27 Sometimes it really is about the journey and not the destination.
So far humans have been able to continue on without knowing the meaning of life
or the theory of everything. If anything, it gives us more reason to persevere and search
for the answers we are looking for. It drives us to keep going. “Each leap forward creates
new questions and only increases our sense of wonder, scientific curiosity, and
fascination with “our world.” 28 Even as we speak, our universe is growing at an
increasing rate, and so are we.
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ILLUSTRATIONS

1952
Steel, Fiber, and Dye
1ft x 1ft x 1ft
11

7293
Steel and Fiber
2ft x 2ft x 2ft
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5838
Steel, Fiber, and Dye
3ft x 3ft x 3ft
13

6514
Steel and Fiber
4ft x 4ft x 4ft
14

1976
Steel, Fiber, and Dye
5ft x 5ft x 5ft
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